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Instrumental changes, 1956-1988
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Closure and revival; a new future

Twelve years of prehistory; Oort’s problem
Telescope conceived by Oort in April 1944.
1927/28 stellar motions -> differential Galactic rotation;
estimates of rotation speed, size and mass of Galaxy.
But: strong absorption of light in dark clouds;
view limited to about 3 kpc = 10 000 light years;
size ~ 30 kpc? structure remains unknown.

News from USA: Reber 1940 finds radio waves from Milky Way; peak in Sagittarius.
Oort ponders:
Radio waves not absorbed by dust clouds.
Measure motions of radio sources;
derive rotation of system of sources;
velocities of sources will give distances.

Mapping of sources will show Galactic structure!

Are there any radio sources radiating at
discrete wavelengths?

Van de Hulst’s answer
Henk van de Hulst (vdH), student Utrecht 1936
1941: Leiden University prize-essay contest about
interstellar dust. Henk submits a very good essay.
1943: Oort invites him to Leiden.
Henk visits Leiden 1944 Jan-Apr; program still open.
Oort plans meeting of Ned. Astr. Club, asks Henk to
discuss origins of radiation reported by Reber. And,
by the way: any spectral line at radio wavelengths?
Answer vdH at Ned. Astr.Club, 15 April 1944:

Hydrogen atom has spin-flip transition at 21 cm
wavelength; possibly observable.
Note: Hydrogen is most abundant element.
Transition at 21 cm in dominating ground state.

The Struggle for a Radio Telescope
19 Apr 1944 Oort plans radio telescope, 20-25 m, asks Bakker (Philips) for receiver. Bakker: after War.
Fall 1945: Predesign by Werkspoor; Academy support; proposal Oort to PM and Science Minister.
PM strongly interested, but: no money; project too big for Leiden alone -> need partners!
1948: Netherlands Foundation Radio Astronomy (SRZM) created: Leiden, Utrecht, PTT, Philips, KNMI.
1949: Research Foundation ZWO: strong interest, but construction 25m dish will take many years.
1948: A.H. de Voogt (PTT-Radio) helps.
Interest: Sun affects Ionosphere and Radio Communicati on.
German radar dishes from Coast to Kootwijk Radio Station.

Wurzburg 7.5-m dish offered to SRZM.
Bonuses: local radio knowhow and workshops.
SRZM has no radio engineer.
Leiden Physics Lab electronics engineer.
No experience; slow and sloppy.
10 March 1950: Receiver destroyed by fire.
Dec 1950: new engineer: Lex Muller.

Lex Muller succeeds
1950: first post-war generation of engineers.
Muller a great choice!

Builds receiver, with some help from Philips.
After 5 months 21-cm line detection:
Muller & Oort, Kootwijk: 11 May 1951
Ewen & Purcell, Harvard: 25 March 1951
Henk van de Hulst visiting Harvard;
regular exchange of data.
Joint publication! Nature, 1 sep 1951
Muller takes receiver apart; builds a much better one.
Receiver measures intensities at different wavelengths;
wavelength shift -> velocity in line of sight.
Resolution 40 kHz = 8.4 km/sec.

A modest instrument, but beautiful results.

Results at Kootwijk
1952-53: Profiles I(V) at 55 positions
along Galactic equator.
I(V) -> hydrogen density vs distance.
1954: hydrogen map in outer parts.

Density peaks → spiral arms!

Van de Hulst,Muller,Oort 1954

1953-55: Profiles in Galactic belt,
up to latitudes +10° en -10°.
1954: Rotation curve: KMW1954.
Mapping in 3 dimensions ->
1955-57: maps S&W 1957;
incomplete: decl. > - 35°.

Schmidt & Westerhout, 1957

Kerr adds Australian measurements.

OKW 1958: Complete map

“The Galactic System as a Spiral Nebula”

Hydrogen gas in thin, flat disk.

Major assumption:
gas moves in circular orbits!
Kwee,Muller,Westerhout 1954

Oort, Kerr, Westerhout 1958

DWINGELOO

The 25-meter dish realized
Until 1951 nominal support ZWO for SRZM.
1951: Muller detects 21-cm line;
ZWO approves construction plan Werkspoor;
subsidy 600.000 guilders.
Construction supervision: Ir. B.G. Hooghoudt.

1955: Dish erected in Dwingeloo.

17 April 1956:
Would Your Majesty
please press this button?

Dwingeloo: Properties and plans
Biggest movable radio telescope in the world
Movable in azimuth and elevation; setting by analog computer (“piloot”).
Dish: Diameter 25m; focal distance 12m; 15mm mesh spacing.
Surface accuracy 1 cm.
Image resolution: full width at half-maximum 36’ for 21 cm wavelength.
Receiver: frequency for continuum studies: 1390 MHz (21.6 cm);
frequency for hydrogen-line studies: 1420 MHz (21.1 cm).
Spectral resolution: 140, 40, 20, 10 kHz = 30, 8, 4, 2 km/sec.
Receiver noise: 800 K.
Oorts plan to map Galactic structure had been completed in 1955!
New plans: • Detailed studies of hydrogen gas in the Galaxy
• Continuum: types of discrete sources; background radiation
• Hydrogen gas in external galaxies

Continuum radiation at 21.6 cm
Westerhout, Aug – Sep 1956;
frequency 1390 MHz.
Doctor’s thesis June 1958
-- contour maps
-- source catalogue:
names Wxx
position
flux
diameter
spectral index
(cf. Mills 85 MHz)
source type
Catalogue still in use

Galactic longitudes 320-350°, 350-24°, 24-56°; old zero point:
intersection Galactic + celestial equator; latitudes -8° to +6°

Neutral hydrogen in central regions of Galaxy
Kootwijk: abnormal motions found;
now systematic investigation.
Strong profile peak at velocities < 0;
velocity shifts with galactic longitude;
→ spiral arm; name: “3-kpc arm”.
“Centrum source” Sgr A (distance??)
shows absorption at – 53 km/sec;
velocities ~ 0 expected at Centre.
Conclusions:
3-kpc arm in front of Sgr A.
Sgr A located in, or behind, Centre.
3-kpc arm moves outward,
“expansion” of gas in Galactic Centre.
Publication: Van Woerden, Rougoor, Oort
Comptes-Rendus de l’ Académie
de Sciences de Paris (25 March 1957).
In 1962, I find that nobody in the USA has
seen this paper!

N.B. This ℓ has zeropoint at intersection
of Galactic and celestial equator.

Neutral hydrogen in the Andromeda Nebula
1955: Calculation by Van de Hulst, based on results for Milky Way galaxy:
Expects in And Nebula (M31) radiation of about 5K, with broad profile I(V).
Special measuring method required to obtain profiles on major axis:
measure profiles point by point ; frequency step 100 kHz=21 km/s; bandwidth 140 kHz;
position outside M31 serves as comparison; long integration times.

Measuring time 10-30 hours per position; about 20 positions in total.

Results:
-- Hydrogen distribution along major axis out to 2°.5
(van de Hulst, Raimond, van Woerden, 1957)
Figure: column densities┴ equatorial plane
in Andromeda Nebula and Milky Way galaxy

-- Rotation curve → mass model, Schmidt 1957

First results on gas outside Milky Way + satellites;
distance M31: 2.000.000 light years = 600 kpc.
Magellanic Clouds at 60 kpc: Sydney 1954.

Results of first year at Dwingeloo
Major breakthroughs in three areas
Telescope excellently suited for various programs

Continuum studies

Continuum at 37 cm; beamwidth 1°.0
Elly Berkhuijsen (1971)
Sources mostly in Milky Way:
supernova remnants and HII-regions

Continuum at 74 cm; beamwidth 2°.1
Seeger, Westerhout, Conway, Hoekema (1965)

Milky Way + Halo; mostly synchrotron radiation:
cosmic rays in magnetic fields

Polarisation of radio radiation
Polarisation of radiation implies:
passing electric + magnetic fields
have preferential direction.
Cause: the source of radio radiation contains
a magnetic field.
Examples:
supernova remnants (Crab Nebula, Cas A);
“radio-halo” around the Galaxy:
radiation emitted by cosmic-ray particles
in large-scale magnetic field .
Surveys by Berkhuysen, Brouw, Tinbergen at various
wavelengths; Spoelstra (1972) at 21 cm.
Figure: Orientation of magnetic field in North Polar Spur.

Neutral hydrogen in the Galaxy
• Expansion around Centre? Sanders: Milky Way no flat disk, but barred spiral?
Motions in barred potential lack rotation symmetry: streamings ǁ and ┘ bar!
• Shane & Bieger-Smith (1966): Bumps in rotation curve!
Burton (1966): Streamings along spiral arms: faster on the outside.
Profile structure dominated by streamings AND density variations.

Mapping densities requires knowledge of streamings.
Spiral structure of Galaxy probable, but details remain uncertain.
• Outer regions: Outer Arm reaches up to 3-5 kpc above Galactic plane (Habing 1966).
Gas layer strongly bent (“warped”); distribution across MW plane strongly asymmetric.

Structure and motions in Galaxy more complex than previously thought.

Small-scale structures in the Galaxy
• Mapping of individual hydrogen clouds (Van Woerden, Schwarz, Takakubo).
Internal motions 1-3 km/s, external motions 5-10 km/s.
• Relations of neutral hydrogen to dark clouds (Sancisi & Wesselius).
• Relations of hydrogen to young stellar groups (Van Woerden, Raimond, Sancisi).
Effects of groups on surroundings visible.
But insight into star formation process requires other observations:
star formation occurs in molecular clouds.

Instrumental changes
System noise:

800
1956

190
1962

85
1973

40 K
1975+ (cooled)

Focal support: mast → tripod → quadrupod
Frequencies: continuum 408, 465, 610, 820, 1390 MHz
Wavelengths:
73.5, 64.5, 49, 36.5, 21.6 cm
Hydrogen line
1420 MHz
OH lines 1612, 1665 + 1667, 1720 MHz
Number of channels:

1
8
20 256 1024
1956 1958 1964 1974 1988

Detailed study of antenna pattern: Baars & Hartsuijker (1972)

(21.1 cm)
(18 cm)

Dwingeloo with tripod,
after 1962

The 25-meter Dwingeloo dish
since 1973 : with quadrupod.

OH-line research
Baud, Habing et al. (1979--1981): OH/IR sources
Envelopes of red giant stars
Wavelength → velocity → distribution in Galaxy
Variability
Herman (1985): time difference between profile peaks from front and backside
→ shell diameter in AU → distance (with angular diameter)

Wouterloot (1980-1985): OH in molecular clouds; star formation

HVCs = High-velocity clouds
Oort 1956: There may be gas clouds in the Halo, far above the Galactic plane.
Raimond 1958++: First systematic searches. Several years in vain.
1963 Muller, Oort & Raimond: hydrogen at -150 km/s on +45° latitude!
Systematic investigations 1963-1985.
Complete sky map above -30° declination: Hulsbosch & Wakker 1988
southern sky: Villa Elisa (Argentina) Bajaja+ 1985, Morras+ 2000
Catalogue of 561 HVCs: Wakker & van Woerden 1991
Analysis of properties: Wakker 1991
Distances?? Absorption lines in high-resolution spectra of halo stars.
La Palma: van Woerden, Peletier, Schwarz, Wakker; elsewhere: Wakker et al.

1997-2008: Clouds A, C 5-10 kpc above Galactic plane; infall from outside.
Possible origins: dwarf galaxies in Local Group? Magellanic Clouds?
Some HVCs lie below 3 kpc; possible origin (Bregman 1980): “Galactic Fountain”:
circulation in Halo, caused by supernova explosions in Galactic plane.

HVCs of great importance for understanding evolution of our Galaxy.

Sky map of HVCs
Dwingeloo + Villa Elisa

Wakker, 2000

Dwingeloo after 1990: (1) LDS
LDS = Leiden-Dwingeloo Survey of Galactic Neutral Hydrogen
Hartmann & Burton (1994): full sky δ > - 30°, grid 0.5°,
> 100.000 positions; velocities – 450 to + 400 km/s, ΔV = 1 km/s.
Sensitivity 0.07 K (maxima ca. 100 K).
Corrected for stray radiation in antenna sidelobes.
Supplemented in S sky: Villa Elisa, 30-m telescope.
Combination + corrections: Kalberla (Bonn, 2005).
Analysis: clouds, shells, bubbles
dust and gas
correlation with Xrays
etc.

Leiden-Dwingeloo HI Map
Hartmann & Burton (1994): 21-cm profile integrals → amounts of HI along line of sight

Dwingeloo after 1990: (2) DOGS
DOGS = Dwingeloo Obscured Galaxies Survey
Kraan-Korteweg et al. (1994-98):
15.000 positions in zone |b| ≤ 5°;
velocities 0 – 4000 km/s, ΔV = 5 km/s.

Dozens of new galaxies discovered;
Dwingeloo 1 + 2 at 4 Mpc distance.
Westerbork map by Verheijen.
Survey completed with Westerbork.

Results, 1956-1998
Hundreds of publications; 23 PhD theses

• Continuumsurveys at 22, 37 en 74 cm
gas nebulae, SNremnants, CRhalo, magnetic fields

• Wild motions in Galactic centre
• Rotation of Galaxy:
deviations from circular motion
• Spiral structure:
mapping difficult, uncertain
• Relations of hydrogen gas with
star formation, dark clouds
• Strong warp of outer parts
of Galaxy

• Clouds with abnormal velocities
Circulation and infall of gas
• Hydrogen gas in Andromeda Nebula
and in other galaxies
• Complete survey of neutral hydrogen
over full Dwingeloo sky
• Galaxies behind the Milky Way
• Molecular clouds
• Shells around red giant stars

More detailed summary: Van Woerden & Strom 2007, Astronomical Notes 328, 376-387

The end of the Dwingeloo Telescope
1998 Dwingeloo Telescoop decommissioned:
maintenance became too expensive;
Westerbork dishes provide better alternative.
40 years of excellent research on interstellar gas
in Galaxy and outside.
Road opened to Westerbork (1970):
160 times higher angular resolution;
world-clasas research on galaxies and Universe.
Netherlands “turned extragalactic”.
Thanks to Oort and Van de Hulst
and to ZWO – NWO.

Oort and Van de Hulst in 1964

But CAMRAS gave Dwingeloo a new future!

Present and future
2007: the telescope in care of CAMRAS, radio amateurs. Back in operation.
Volunteers: mechanical repairs; new electronic controls; new receivers.
Recognition by Government as “industrial legacy”; renovation subsidy.
Regular use for radio amateur projects.
High-school students in touch with radio astronomy.
May 2015: Amateur weekend camp measures Galactic 21-cm line profiles;
36 directions -> map of neutral hydrogen distribution in Galaxy;
compare Kootwijk map 1952-55!
My wish: Dwingeloo Telescope lives another 40 years;
draws many youngsters to a career in science.

